Team Challenge Days
Intensive programme design to enable a large number of people to compete in head to head
challenges while learning and developing through a range of teamwork oriented activities. A maximum
of 80 staff member can take part in a number of activities. (This will increase to 120 staff and 12 people
per group when Covid-19 guidelines have changed).

Challenges
Fletcher’s Delight: Test your powers of
concentration and improve your accuracy on
our archery range. Who will be first to score a
bullseye!

Escape to Victory: You’ll need to have trust in your
team mates if you’re going to conquer our chasm
and scale our walls. Can your team complete
them all?

Hell’s Holes: Hold your nerve and work together
as a team to navigate around our underground
caving system.

Earth Ball Challenge: Use your combined strength
and stamina to manoeuvre the earth ball around
the obstacles.

Wet N Wild: You’ll need good balance and
agility for this one. Our low ropes course is over
water so the challenge is to stay dry!

Lord of the Rings: You’ll need good problem solving
skills and a clear strategy to get your team across
the swamp and then complete the marble run.

Sink or Swim: Work together to stay balanced
on your raft while you complete the team
challenges or you might capsize!

No Problem!: Test your team work, communication
skills and attention to detail in these problem
solving challenges.
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This is what your day could look like:
Time

Activity

9:00

Pick up from station
Tea and coffee served

9:30

Briefing

9: 50

Four 40 minute challenges

12: 30

Lunch break

13: 30

Four 40 minute challenges

16: 10

Final scored and awards

16: 30

Goodbyes and drop off to station

Prices

Includes:

£800 - up to 10 people



exclusive room for the day (9:00 -17:00)



Wifi



Tea and Coffee, Lunch



1 session per 10 people



+300 for BBQ and swimming

Team Away Days
Challenges
The Survival Challenge

The Fellowship of the ring challenge

Who in your team would be best suited to
surviving in the wild? Working in groups compete
to build your shelter, light your fire and cook your
food. Get back to basics, relax in an outdoor
space and enjoy a bit of friendly competition.

Transport the ring across the Dead Marshes,
through Shelob’s web and the caves of Moria to
place the ring over the giants finger that represents
Mount Doom. A range of less physical challenges
that will require good communication, trust and
team work. Celebrate your success at the end with
bit of friendly Ork shooting competition on the
archery range.

The Great Escape Challenge
Escape from your captives and launch a rocket
flare to activate your rescue. Escape by solving
the problems and complete physical challenges
including high walls, a chasm crossing, a mine
field and elements of a low ropes course over
water. Obtain fuel for your rocket flare and
launch to get you to safety.

The Rescuers challenge
Climb the tower to descend by abseil in to the
caves to rescue a damsel in distress. Get her to
safety down 320m zip line

The Chicken Run Challenge
Complete a range of problem solving team challenges based around chickens and eggs, including
some friendly competition to see who can make
an egg fly and building a raft to safely transport
your chicken to the other side of the river. It sounds
easy but there will be many twists along the way. It
will definitely be eggciting and I am not yolking.
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This is what your day could look like:
Time

Activity

9:00

Pick up from station
Tea and coffee served

9:30

Session 1
Self led session OR Lambourne challenge

12: 30

Lunch Break

13: 30

Session 2
Self led session OR Lambourne challenge

16: 30

Goodbyes and drop off to station
OR
Use BBQ including food and swimming pool

18: 00

Goodbyes and drop off to station

Prices

Includes:

£800 - up to 12 people



exclusive room for the day (8:30 -17:00)



£400 for additional activity



Wifi



+300 for BBQ and swimming



Lunch



1 session per 12 people

